Spanish functions with which originally there was only partial equivalence, (d) changes in "thrust" (or "degree") due to overlap with Spanish, (e) "boundary loss," and (f) other changes, not motivated by contact with Spanish.
3. Constructions borrowed directly from Spanish.
3.1. Comparatives. The comparative construction in Pipil has been borrowed from Spanish, employing the loanword mas 'more', as well as ke 'than' from Spanish que:
Aspects of PUA syntax have been treated by Langacker (1976; 1977a; 1977b) . Given the current moribund status of Pipil, one might wonder whether any of the changes discussed here are due to "language death." While the concern is legitimate, the fact that other very viable dialects of Nahua have independently undergone parallel changes under Spanish influence (see above) strongly suggests that the Pipil changes are not due to language death.
Examples The abbreviations used are the following: adj., ADJ = adjective, ABSOL = absolutive, applic., APPLIC = applicative, ART = article, CAUS = causative, CN = Classical Nahuatl (Colonial Nahuatl), COND = conditional, DIMIN = diminutive, dir., DIR = directional, (1) mu-manuh mas bibo. your-brother more smart 'Your brother (is) smarter'.
(2) ne siwa:-t mas gald:na ke taha the woman-ABSOL more pretty than you 'that woman is prettier than you' (cf. Spanish esa mujer es mas linda que tu). to:tol-in, i:-wa:n i:-to:ka i?wi-ken, i2wi-ken-tsin, turkey, it-with (= also) its-name, iOw-ken(-tsin) (plumage/feather dress), i:-wa:n i:-to:ka: xiw-ko:ska it-with (= also) its-name xiw-ko:ska (turquoise ornament) 'the turkey, it also has the name i?wi-ken, it also has the name xiw-ko:ska' (Dibble and  Anderson III: Perhaps it should be mentioned that CN had a particle aw 'and' which was used to introduce sentences; Pipil has no corresponding particle, save perhaps wan tami 'afterwards, and then' (literally 'and later'). It is not clear whether aw is old and somehow was lost early in Pipil or whether it is a later innovation in CN after PN times. In any event, it seems to have been more an adverbial conjunction serving the discourse function of introducing sentences connected in the discourse. It apparently did not function to conjoin independent clauses into a single sentence (cf. it-eat-PRET-PL 'Then his wife killed the turkey, (she) plucked it, and (she) made the food, and they ate it'.
CN
(9) a los tres dias ka panu-tuk ne urakan wan upon the three days that pass-PERF the hurricane and ki-kwah-tiwi-t ne chumpipi wa:lah-ke-t u:me ta:ka-met it-eat-PERF-PL the turkey came-PRET-PL two man-PL wan se: siwa:-t ki-te:mua-t.
and one woman-ABsoL it-look for-PL 'Three days after the hurricane had passed and they had eaten the turkey two men and a woman came looking for it'.
(10) k-al-i:ka-t ne ye:y pipil-tsi-tsin se: it-DIR-take-PL the three boy-PL-DIMIN a in-mih-michin-tsi-tsin wan ne se:yuk k-al-i:ka se: their-PL-fish-PL-DIMIN and the other it-DIR-take a i-tapahsul ne wi:lu-tsin mareno. its-nest the bird-DIMIN mareno 'The three little boys bring some little fish and the other brings a small marefio bird's nest'.
This change from what formerly could occur only as a relational noun to a coordinate conjunction, coupled with borrowed Spanish conjunctions, has altered the general nature of Pipil. From a language of limited coordination with no true coordinate conjunctions (where both parataxis and hypotaxis were much more restricted), Pipil has become, in essence, very similar to Spanish. In connection with coordination, it should be mentioned that Pipil has three principal subordinate conjunctions, inherited from PN, which introduce adverbial clauses-ka:n 'where', ke:man 'when', and ke:n 'how'-but has added several additional kinds of subordinate conjunctions through the borrowing of Spanish asta-axta 'until', porke 'because,' and tay ora 'when' (tay 'what', ora 'hour' Sp. hora)-plus developing pal 'in order to, so that' (see below). While CN had some cognate subordinate conjunctions, the "generic" subordinator in was very frequently used for all of these, for example: (21) ki:sa se: animal ke yehemet k-ilwia-t "tsun-tekuma-t" leave an animal that they it-say-PL "skull" 'An animal appears which they call (the) "Skull".' 5 While in Pipil -pal means 'possession', in CN it meant 'by, by means of', which is more like the meaning of Spanish para 'for, in order to' than the Pipil cognate is, though in CN it was not used to introduce subordinate 'in order to' clauses. It is probable that the Pipil form originally had broader uses than it has today, given its meaning in CN. That is, had the original meaning of -pal been 'dirt' or 'sing' or some such thing, one would not expect it to become a subordinate conjunction, regardless of the function of phonetically similar Spanish forms.
6 Pipil has another example in the suffix -ta(:)l, derived from the native root ta: 'land', with the basic meaning of 'place of many'. It corresponds to the Spanish suffix -al, -ar, -(t)al, with which it is partially similar; cf. Spanish cafetal 'coffee orchard' (cf. cafe 'coffee'), platanal 'plantain grove' (cf. platano 'plantain'), pinal 'pine grove' (cf. pino 'pine'), carrizal 'canebrake' (cf. carrizo 'cane, reed'), etc. This Pipil suffix's meaning and current productivity, and perhaps even its origin as a suffix, are due at least in part to influence from the phonetically similar Spanish suffix. Some examples are: a:ka-tal 'canebrake, place of reeds' (a:ka-'reed') e:-tal 'bean patch, bean field' (e:-'bean') saka-tal 'pasture' (saka-'grass') uku-tal 'pine grove' (uku-'pine') u:wa-tal 'canebrake, uncleared land' (u:wa-'cane') It should be noted that other Nahua dialects do not have this ending, though CN had -tla? 'place of many', e.g., xo:chi-tla9 'flower garden' (xo:chi-'flower'). It is possible that Pipil -ta(.:)l is cognate with this and that the final -I is due in part to influence from the Spanish -al suffix and in part to analogy with native ta:l 'ground, land'.
Changes due to phonetic similarity with Spanish have also been reported in other Nahua dialects. For example, in the Malinche region, akin 'someone' has supplanted the akah and akihkeh forms of the same meaning, presumably because akin is phonetically closer to Spanish alguien 'someone'; kwak 'when' has driven out competing ihkwak, kienman, and kienmanian (closer to Spanish cuando); and kemeh 'how' is favored over ken (cf. Spanish como) ( The conditional suffix is -skiya 'singular' and -skiya-t 'plural', e.g., ni-panu-skiya 'I would pass', ti-panu-skiya-t 'we would pass'. It has the approximate meaning of 'would' in English; however, at times it is equivalent to 'should'. This connotation of obligation comes from the Spanish subjunctive, which has both the 'conditional' and the 'obligational' senses: (52) ti-yu-t ti-yawi-t ti-pa:xa:lua-t ne:pa ka ku:htan. we-go-PL we-go-PL we-walk-PL there in woods 'We are going to go take a walk there in (the) woods'. In North Guerrero, a preposition (without possessive prefixes) has developed, pa, e.g., pa tlalli 'on (the) ground', presumably from native -pa(n) 'on', influenced by phonetically similar Spanish pa, the Mexican short form of para 'for, to, toward' (Canger 1980b) .
The postpositional origin of Pipil -tan 'under' is perhaps still to be seen in the nonproductive locative suffix -tan, e.g., tsapu-tan 'Ishuatan', a town name which meant literally 'under the zapote trees', now meaning 'place of zapotes' (tsapu-t 'zapote', -tan 'locative'). CN, however, had two separate forms, not found in Pipil, tlani'under' and -tlan 'next to, among/between'. Some might interpret the -tan of Pipil tsapu-tan as being cognate with the later ('next to') form rather than the former ('under'). Impersonal verb forms represent utterances whose subject is unspecified. Passives may be a kind of impersonal construction in many languages where the logical subject is not specified and the logical object is made surface subject. In Pipil, true passives are not involved, but it is often the case that the third-person plural impersonals function to leave some specific logical subject unspecified (as in the sense of agentless passives), rather than being limited to general or generic senses, as is the case with such impersonals in English. For example, in context, sentences (69) and (70), from a text about a certain supernatural being, have a specific subject: it is the priest who gives the advice and who tells him to smear chili on his wife. There is no general sense that some unspecified 'they' did the advising or the telling. It is known that it was the priest, but in these two cases the priest as subject is clear from the context and the impersonal is used to put other features in focus. It is quite clear that the widespread usage of third-person plural forms for impersonal utterances, which have replaced totally the former passive constructions, has been stimulated by the similar Spanish employment of third-person plural forms as impersonals (cf. Comen pescado en Jap6n 'they eat fish in Japan', 'fish are eaten in Japan'). Nevertheless, while extremely rare, similar examples are not unknown from CN texts. Thus, it is not clear whether this construction owes its origin in Pipil to Spanish (with CN having undergone an independent development) or whether Pipil, like CN, had the construction and came to replace other passives/impersonals with it because of its similarity to Spanish.
In either case, Spanish influence may be only part of the picture. Since such constructions are so widespread in the world and are a seemingly natural way to represent impersonal sentences without overtly specified subjects, it is possible that the change is due in part to the natural ease with which such constructions develop independently. In this case, given the replacement of older forms, it seems reasonable to suspect multiple causation, both Spanish influence and development toward the form that occurs naturally so often, in the explanation of their origin in Pipil and of the loss of older passive forms. Pipil, on the other hand, changed again from Proto-Nahua's VSO to VOS when its speakers migrated into Central America and became the neighbors of speakers of Mayan and Xincan languages, which have VOS basic order. It seems highly likely that Pipil has acquired this unusual order due to contact with these languages (cf. Campbell 1978; 1985) . That is, language contact seems a reasonable explanation for the change from VSO to the more highly "marked" (rarer, less expected) order, VOS.
A few example sentences of transitive verbs with both subject and object illustrating this word order are: 9. Explanations and conclusions. How are these changes in Pipil grammar to be explained, and how do they relate to theoretical claims about syntactic change? Do the theoretical claims render these changes more understandable, or are the changes more instructive about the value of such theorizing? I now turn to these questions.
From a theorist's point of view, Pipil syntactic changes are at once both exciting and dull-exciting because of their substantial number and because they are on the whole clear and uncontroversial, dull in that they reflect little of the sorts of change so dear in recent theoretical discussions. That is, in spite of the many changes, the basic pattern of the language has remained relatively unaltered and scarcely any attested syntactic phenomenon has been fully lost or replaced (save the nearly complete loss of passives and the old future). One perceives no telling typological shift or drift (Lehmann 1976 , Vennemann 1974 , and Harris 1978 , no salient abductive reinterpretation of otherwise ambiguous or unclear surface patterns (Andersen 1973 , Harris 1978 , and Timberlake 1977 , no therapeutic grammatical overhaul in the wake of phonological and morphological decay (Harris 1978 and Campbell and Ringen 1981) . One finds no compelling restructuring or reanalysis in defense of transparency, ridding the language of foul opacity (Langacker 1977b and Lightfoot 1979 ). Changes are not seen to happen in sentences that undergo superficial rules before sentences in which major cyclic rules apply (Chung 1977 ). There are no instances where the applications of the "system" (of grammatical possibilities) have led to alterations in the "norms" (the actually realized grammatical forms), save those where the corresponding Spanish pattern has influenced part of the "system" to take on a larger role or frequency in the occurring "norms" (Coseriu 1978) .
In short, most of the claims about the nature of syntactic change are by and large simply irrelevant in the case of Pipil. In nearly every change the overwhelming causal factor has been contact with other languages, primarily Spanish, but also with neighboring native languages in the case of the change from VSO to VOS basic word order. This may be distressing to those who maintain that syntactic borrowing as an explanation of change is usually insignificant or wrong.
What the Pipil case means, given the nature of the changes involved, is that borrowing and language contact must be accorded a significant position in the ranks of causal factors in syntactic change. I hasten to add a clarification. While I hold the syntactic borrowing in Pipil sufficiently clear to demonstrate for skeptics that syntactic borrowing must be admitted among the causes of grammatical change, it is also important to acknowledge well-intentioned caution. That is, strained and even absurd claims are well known where unsubstantiated borrowings, language contact, or substrata have been offered as explanations. More-over, both the traditional and more recent literature contain solid examples of syntactic borrowing. The important point, then, is to avoid the excesses and abuses and shift attention to the kind of support or documentation for the borrowing. The evidence for syntactic borrowing in Pipil should be sufficient even for the very skeptical.
Of course, borrowing is not the only causal factor in some of the Pipil changes. That is, while it is involved in most changes, it is important to stress the potential for multiple causation. To use an analogy, suppose a list of potential causal factors in automobile accidents contains such varied things as excessive speed, bad road conditions (e.g., icy highway), impaired driver (e.g., blurred vision, drunkenness, etc.), mechanical malfunctions, etc. Now suppose a car crashed against a tree, when it was dark, the road was icy, the driver, was drunk, a tire blew out, and the driver was speeding. It is to be presumed that any single factor might have been sufficient to cause the accident, but that it is also possible, even probable, that these factors combined, working in concert, contributed multiply to cause the wreck. So it is with linguistic change. While we may, in this case, be reasonably certain that borrowing was a principal causal factor, it may not always be the sole element bringing about the changes. At least two other concomitant factors may have contributed to certain of the Pipil changes.
One is naturalness. Some changes are so natural that languages easily undergo them independently, and instances of the change are found repeatedly in the world's languages. Some structures are so natural, languages easily undergo changes by which these constructions are acquired. An example is the third-person plural for impersonal verb forms. It is so common in languages generally that Pipil could have acquired it independently. Nevertheless, given its presence also in Spanish and Spanish's strong influence in other areas of Pipil grammar, it seems wisest to suppose that both Spanish influence and the natural tendency for easy innovation of such constructions converged, multiply causing this particular Pipil change, promoting this impersonal construction to the demise of others. The periphrastic future may be another example. So, naturalness is an additional causal factor in the Pipil story and is available in syntactic change in general.
The other potential factor contributing to syntactic change is grammatical "gaps." Some structural phenomena are highly valuable as communicative resources in a language, and any language which lacks them is said to have a "gap" in its grammar. Clearly, such languages find it easy to acquire the missing but valuable grammatical resources (cf. Hale 1971 , Hill and Hill 1981 , Karttunen 1976 , and Campbell and Mithun 1981 . This is very likely the case with Pipil complex sentences.
Formerly the language had very limited and perceptually none-toosalient resources of coordination and subordination (e.g., 0 [juxtaposition] for coordinate clauses, i-wan [relational noun] 'with' for coordination of nominals, and ne for many kinds of subordinate clauses, relatives included). While this state of affairs did not represent a complete "gap" or lack of means for indicating these kinds of complex sentences, it clearly was not as efficient as a grammar with overt conjunctions, different for the varied kinds of clauses involved. Thus, it is probable that the changes in Pipil (through the borrowing of Spanish conjunctions and the reshaping of certain relational nouns to function as conjunctions) were motivated in part by the fact that such "grammatical gaps" are very susceptible to change and in part by contact with Spanish. Thus, it is probable that these changes in complex sentences also involve multiple causation, both Spanish influence and the tendency for "gaps" to get filled.
It could be noted that the filling of "grammatical gaps" might be considered just one kind of "natural" change, as considered above. It might also be claimed that opacity is involved in that, once filled, these Pipil complex sentences are more easily distinguished and perceptually more transparent. While this is true, naming it "transparency" in this case is just not very revealing (and not the result of the language becoming opaque through accumulated changes in Lightfoot's 1979 sense of the term); one yearns for more fine-grained explanations. In any event, Spanish contact is an essential ingredient to the explanation of these changes.
In summary, Pipil syntactic changes suggest that (1) a significant place is to be attributed to language contact in theories aimed at explaining syntactic change, and (2) multiple causation is to be recognized fully in attempted explanations.
